Ukrainian Scholarship Scheme 2022
Call for nominations from Ukrainian universities

The Online Summer Research Programme offers students from around the world the unique opportunity to experience the renowned Cambridge style of teaching. Students on this intensive programme receive one-on-one supervisions with an expert on an individual research project.

Please find more information about teaching and learning on the programme on our [website](#).

The Ukrainian Scholarship Scheme

Pembroke College is delighted to offer ten fully funded places on the programme in 2022 to students currently enrolled at a Ukrainian university. Students on the scholarship scheme are invited to select a project from those listed.

**How can students apply?**

We are only accepting outstanding students on the programme that have been nominated by their institution.

**Who can nominate?** We accept nominations from an academic or official of the nominating Ukrainian university. Nominations must be sent from an institutional email address.

**Do you have an outstanding student you would like to nominate for the scholarship?** Does the student meet our eligibility criteria? If yes, please email osrp@pem.cam.ac.uk with the following details:

- Full name and email address of the student
- Brief overview of the student: GPA, their major and academic standing (ideally with a copy of their transcript), fluency in English, and your reason for nomination.

The ten selected students will be invited to join the programme by completing an online application form and stating their selected research topic.

The deadline for nominations is **Tuesday 31st May 2022** but early nomination is strongly recommended as the ten places may be filled earlier than the deadline.

**Selection**

Pembroke College reserves the right to select ten students (or fewer) from those nominated, taking into consideration the distribution of Ukrainian institutions, subject areas advertised and eligibility to undertake the programme. The College’s decision is final.
Research Topics

The following research topics are exclusively available to students applying for the Online Summer Research Programme through the Ukrainian Scholarship Scheme.

Please note: we are not able to offer the Open Stream option or the Subject Stream research topics advertised on our website as part of the Ukrainian Scholarship Scheme.

English: Creative Writing
• Becoming Other: Emulating a Favoured Writer’s Style
• Exercises in Style: Transcribing Styles & Voices
• Unsyntax: Elision & the Cubist Mode
• Narratology: Writing from Behind
• Surprise Mind: Haiku’s Non-Narrative Art
• Cut-Up: Dada & the Extinction of Personality
• Shamanism: Exploring Undifferentiated States of Being
• Building a Palimpsest: Gathering Techniques & Sorting the Layers

English: Visual Culture
• A Visual Culture portfolio

History
• Women Historians under Communism
• Travellers across the Iron Curtain
• Remembering 1989 in Central Europe
• East-West Divides within the Alternative für Deutschland Party
• 1989: Experiencing Revolution on the Ground
• European Native contact and interaction
• Social developments in the colonies (looking at things such as political change, religious change and witchcraft, economic change)
• Use of non-free labour in the colonies: Indentured servitude and slavery
• Religious revivals of the eighteenth century: The Great Awakening
• Intercolonial wars: The Seven Years War
• Revolution: the lead up to and events of the American Revolution

Medieval French Literature
• Arthurian romance
• The ‘Roman de la Rose’
• The ‘dit amoureux’ from Nicole de Margival to Guillaume de Machaut and Jean Froissart
• Any of the works of Christine de Pizan
• The reception of Ovid’s ‘Metamorphoses’ in medieval French literature
• Medieval French hagiographic texts

Philosophy
• Post Kantian philosophy
• Aesthetics

Politics and political thought
• Themes in International Relations
• Frankfurt School and Critical Theory
• Theodor Adorno
• Nietzsche
• Foucault
• History of Political Thought
• Jean Jacques Rousseau
• Sigmund Freud

Theology
• Contemporary Christianity outside Europe and the USA
• Diaspora Christianity
• The Pentecostal church God’s Embassy to All Nations, which is based in Kyiv

Any questions?

Please send an email to osrp@perm.cam.ac.uk. We’d be happy to help!